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Abstract

As the internet has growth expeditiously, many people use the internet also for running their business and use one of the most powerful platforms on the internet, which is social media. To market their product, there are several ways to promote the product and to attract the customer such as by endorsing people that interested in fashion and can give influence to their followers, called Fashion Influencer. One of the main reason why people buy a product is because of the recommendation of fashion influencer on social media, people buy for something that they don't intend to buy it. And the impulse buying behavior happens. This research aims to analyze and identify the impact of fashion influencer marketing on Instagram to customer impulsive buying behavior and related to the fashion style adopted by the online consumer using a diffusion of innovation theory. This research used a qualitative approach with a semi-structured and in-depth interview, and quantitative approach through a questionnaire to validate the data by knowing the percentage of consumer based on the sample was conducted. The result of coding interpretation and questionnaire shows that 80% of participants are adopting the fashion product and influenced by a purely specific influencer that leads to impulsive buying Results indicate that macro influencer affects the impulsive purchase of fashion product to early majority stage and self-updated stage. Micro influencer affects the impulsive purchase of fashion product to early adopter fashion adaptation stage and leads to pure impulsive buying of the consumer.
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1. Introduction

Internet is one of the most important things for people's lives in this era. As the internet has growth expeditiously, Indonesian people use the internet also for running their business through social media such as Instagram. Online shopping has become an alternative way of purchasing a product or services, and online shopping develop both in terms of service, effectiveness, security, and also popularity (Laohapensang, 2009). One of the way to advertise their product is by endorsing people that interested in fashion and can give influence to their followers, also have more than a thousand of
followers on social media or Instagram, called fashion influencer. Fashion influencer is a personality that has a large number of followers on social media, creates mainly fashion content and has the power to influence the opinion and purchase behavior of others with their recommendations (Alexander, 2018). There are two types of fashion influencer, namely micro influencer and macro influencer. Fashion influencer on social media has a big power to influence the opinion and references to people for buying a product by their recommendation. Consumer, in this case, it can easily and quickly make a purchased product by only utilizing the internet through their gadgets. And because of that, one of the main reason why people buy a product is because of the recommendation of fashion influencer on social media, and how they adapting the fashion style. When that happened, people buy for something that they don’t intend to buy it. And the impulse buying behavior happens. Consumers with impulse buyer characters usually don’t think to buy a particular product or brand before. They go straight make purchases because of interest in the brand or product at that time. These consumers tend to buy spontaneously.

This research will analyze the impact of micro and macro fashion influencer on customer preferences when purchasing a product, especially the impulse buying behavior of a customer and the connection between fashion adaptation that drawing ideas from diffusion of innovation theory to impulsive buying. This study will be useful to company or a brand to create a good strategy to market their products, to fashion influencer on how they communicate through their promotional activities and make them more influential to customer, and to consumers, they will discover how they adapt a fashion product by drawing ideas from theory of diffusion of innovation that leads to impulsivity.

The objective of this research is to first, to know types of fashion influencer that affects the impulse buying on online customer and second, to analyze the consumer’s fashion adoption to types of online impulsive buying by drawing ideas from the theory of diffusion innovation. This research will be limited only for the customer or someone who is using Instagram and follows for the fashion industry with the age in the range of 18 to 22 years old since 39.5% majority of Instagram users in Indonesia are included in this age group compared to other productive age group. (NapoleonCat, 2019). The respondent will be dominant for female, since the fashion influencer that will be analyzed are female, and had concern and interest in fashion also purchase a fashion product through Instagram. The area of research focus in Bandung and Jakarta and will get the respondent from that area as well. This research will used qualitative approach with interview method of semi-structured interview method and in-depth interview and quantitative approach through questionnaire.
2. Literature Review

2.1. Fashion Influencer

A fashion influencer is a personality that has a large number of followers on social media creates mainly fashion content and has the power to influence the opinion and purchase behavior of others with their recommendations. (Glucksman, 2017) Influencers has the power to influence the tastes of its followers. As followers, every follower will certainly pay attention to an influencer from the start of the activity, to the way they dress. Fashion influencer on social media has a big power to influence the opinion and references to people for buying a product by their recommendation. Fashion influencer also have some criteria to finally reached out and get what the brand exactly needs and to reach the customer attention and finally make the customer decided to buy fashion products that recommended by a fashion influencer, which are credibility. An endorser’s credibility is considered to be especially important when the recipient has little or no information other than the advertising message and the endorser’s attributed claims can only be verified through experience (Jain and Posavac, 2001). From the type, influencer can be divided into 2 parts, micro influencer (average influencer under 100,000 followers) and macro influencer (average influencer above 100,000 followers). (Christodoulaki, 2018); Barker, 2017)

2.2. Micro influencer

Micro Influencer are ordinary people who are paid by brands to promote their products on social media. In other words, micro influencer are not always famous people like public figures or celebrities. Unlike common entertainment or popular celebrities, micro influencer can be defined as a state of being famous to a niche group of people and involves the creation of a persona that feels authentic, trustworthy and original to users (Marwick, 2013). Micro Influencer are extremely capable of triggering the desire of customers for a brand and can have a beneficial effect on the attitude and allegiance of the brand as they are able to pass their suggestions on to their wide range of followers (Lv. et al, 2013) Indeed there is no official limit on when someone on social media can be called as a micro influencer. A person can be called a micro influencer if they have followers between two thousand and 100,000 followers on social media (Barker, 2017)
2.3. Macro Influencer

Macro Influencer are person the creators marketers are most familiar with. Macro-influencer are influencer who have followers more than 100,000 followers. They have been widely-known by various group of people and also macro-influencer come from celebrities that has a number of followers more than 100,000 even 1 million. By using macro influencer, brand or company can be reached by people and get awareness of their brand for more than 1 million people (Hatton, 2018).

In sum, micro influencer and macro influencer are differ in terms of their number of followers, their content of promoting a product in social media, in this case in Instagram, and the effects that they produce on their audience, which finally can influence the audience to purchase a product that they’re promote or not. In the previous study by Hwang & Jeong, assumed that micro influencer are perceived more credible than macro influencer due to people’s skepticism when seeing the amount number of followers that macro influencer have.

2.4. Diffusion of Innovation

Diffusion of innovations is a theory that seeks to explain how, why, and at what rate new ideas and technology spread. (Rogers, 2003). The theory of diffusion of innovation by EM Rogers was first published back in 1964. Rogers defines innovation broadly as "an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption" (Rogers, 1995), and innovativeness as “the degree to which an individual adopts a new idea. The categories of adopters are innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. Diffusion manifests itself in different ways and is highly subject to the type of adopters and innovation-decision process. The criterion for the adopter categorization is innovativeness, defined as the degree to which an individual adopts a new idea. (Rogers, 2003). Influencer are mostly innovators and early adopters and generally influence the other categories’ intentions. The theory of diffusion of innovation is often use in knowing how technologies are spread through populations. But in case of the research, diffusion of innovation theory will be used for analyzing the fashion adaptation of consumer to the fashion trend and the effect to impulsivity of online consumer that influenced by fashion influencer. Forsythe (1991), stated that Roger’s diffusion of innovation theory can be applied to fashion adoption. For example, the innovation decision process model that introduced by Rogers in Diffusion of innovation theory (1983), shows the influence of adopter characteristic at the knowledge stage,
and each adopter’s characteristics can play an important role in several stages of the decision process.

2.5. Online Impulsive Buying Behavior

Engel and Blackwell (1982), defined online impulsive buying as unplanned buying is an act of purchase made without prior planning or a decision to make a purchase while in the store. An impulse buy was first conceptualized as an unplanned purchase, and occurs when consumers decide to purchase something spontaneously and immediately without any reflection (Rook, 1987).

Based on previous research, impulse buying can be classified into four types: planned impulse buying, reminder impulse buying, suggestion impulse buying, and pure impulse buying (Stern 1962; quoted in Hodge, 2004):

2.5.1. Pure Impulse Buying

A purchase the impulse method is carried out because of the emotional overflow of the consumer so that the product is purchased outside of its buying habits. Pure impulse buying considered as the most noticeable and this type of impulsive buying is truly spontaneous buy without prior considerations and buy product without thinking too much.

2.5.2. Reminder Impulse Buying

A purchase that occurs because the consumer suddenly remembers to purchase the product. Thus consumers have made previous purchases or have seen the product in advertisements.

2.5.3. Suggestion Impulse Buying

A purchase that occurs when at first the shopper has no knowledge about an item and a product that they’re going to buy. A consumer sees a product, looks at the procedures for use or use, realizing a need for the product that they want to buy and decides to make a purchase. Suggestion impulse buying can be included as rational or functional purchase, contrast to pure impulse buying. The characteristic of suggestion
impulsive buying also when consumer made a purchase because it is influenced by the surroundings or their friends.

2.5.4. Planned Impulse Buying

A purchase that occurs when consumers buy products based on special prices and certain products. This types of impulse buying have some criteria such as when the customer has specific items to purchase in their mind but still considering several things such as they will purchase a product depending on price discounts. Thus, planned impulse buying is a purchase that is carried out without planning and is not in need of it immediately.

3. Methodology

This research will be using qualitative and quantitative approach in order to reach all of the objective and purpose of this research. Qualitative research is multimethod research that uses an interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. Qualitative research emphasizes qualities of entities—the processes and meanings that occur naturally (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Quantitative research defined as systematic to investigate a phenomena by gathering data and performing mathematical or statistical technique, and the data collected through online survey or questionnaire (Babbie, 2010). As mentioned, this study concerned to analyze whether is there any impact of fashion influencer and fashion adaptation of online consumer and drawing ideas from theory diffusion of innovation to impulse buying behavior of online customer on Instagram, when they purchase something, with the fashion influencer that promoting a product, and it can be analyzed by interviewing the respondents. Thus, this method is found suitable for discovering insights through the respondents towards the impact of fashion influencer and fashion adaptation of consumer that leads to customer impulsive buying behavior.

This research used non-probability sampling method which is purposive sampling to determine the sampling method. Purposive sampling is a source sampling technique data with certain considerations, for example the person is considered know best about what to be expected. In this research, the respondent participants would be those who are completed the following criteria: 1. Female with age around 18-22 (Early Adults), domiciled in Bandung or Jakarta. 2. Respondents have experienced purchasing a fashion product through online and influenced by fashion influencer 3. Respondents are using Instagram as their social media. A quantitative method were conducted to gain the
validity and percentage data of participants about fashion influencer that participants follow on Instagram and fashion adaptation of participants that leads to impulsive buying. Quantitative is the most suitable approach to gather the data and knowing the percentage for each findings. For calculating the quantitative data, this research will use Slovin Method. Slovin Method is used when the population’s behavior is unknown. Slovin Method is kind of a random sampling method to estimate the sampling size (Ellen, 2018). The sample size can be obtained by using the calculation as follows:

\[ n = \frac{N}{1 + Ne^2} \]

Slovin Method Equation

- \( n \) = number of sample
- \( N \) = number of population
- \( e \) = error

Where in this research, \( N = 11,000,000 \), which is the population of female Indonesian Instagram active users with the range age around 18-25 years old, 19.8% of 100% Indonesian Instagram active users from 55,660,000 people. (NapoleonCat, 2019)

With using the number of population of 11,000,000 and error of 0.1, at last, 99.99 participants, and rounded to 100 as the result number for the sampling size for this questionnaire. To analyze the data, the research uses manual coding to analyze the data derived from the interview. The data validation for this study and had been finished to be coded is verified by Triangulation. The researcher uses a method of Triangulation to validate the result of the interview. As in this research, triangulation would be collected from checking through the interview and gathers data from respondent participants in regards to the research and seek justifications of the research through the literature review, also validating the data by distribute questionnaire to online customer that ever purchase fashion product impulsively that influenced by fashion influencer.

4. Findings and Arguments

4.1. Micro and Macro Influencer to Fashion Adaptation and Impulsive Buying

Influencer are divided into two types based on the number of followers namely Micro influencer and Macro Influencer. Based on the semi-structured interview, participants stated that they’re following and see micro influencer as their references for adapting
fashion and purchasing a product. When micro influencer promoting a product, participants tend to trust more Micro Influencer rather than seeing a million followers of influencer because they said that the micro influencer are more honest when reviewing products. Actually, Micro Influencer have a higher level of involvement because they are more accessible and authentic. And one important thing is that the cost of working with micro-influencer is also much smaller than macro influencer with larger followers, this one also makes the startup business seller prefer to cooperate with micro influencer.

Meanwhile, Macro-Influencer with higher reach play a good role in increasing brand awareness to reach maximum numbers. Participants said that they know about new trend or fashion mostly by seeing the influencer with large followers, even it is quite mainstream for a trend. The cost of working with these macro-influencer will be greater than for micro-influencer. This because most macro-influencer and celebrity level influencer use agents or third parties and that is also a problem because it makes them more difficult to reach when they want to work together. The impact is that the period of negotiation and content creation can be far longer than when using micro influencer without intermediaries. Then, the typical brand or product that use macro influencer as their platform to promoting their product is mostly a brand with a big name that willing to taking a risk in paying more than using micro influencer. However, to increase brand awareness they can still be relied on. This statement is emerges frequently based on the overall answer such as “I prefer to look at Tasya Kissty, Dhianty Aprilia, Adiva Selsa (which are micro influencer) for my preferences in purchasing online, I look for influencer that have same style as me so I can follow their style and apply it to myself. She is also trusted for me because I often purchase things that she promoted and I love how they promote a fashion products”. There are 3 scheme for the affect of micro and macro influencer to fashion adaptation of consumer that leads to impulsive buying.
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**Figure 1:** Influencer to Early Adopter Impulsive Buying (Gunawan, 2019).
From the data obtained, Micro Influencer influence the respondent’s early adopter fashion adaptation stage. Because they feel that influencer with followers below 100,000 can help them to be the first one in adapting to the latest fashion products. This statement is emerges frequently based on the overall answer like “I usually like to be inspired by influencer called Caroline Robianto (@sergeantkero) (which are micro influencer). For me, influencer with not-much followers give me insight and I like to follow her because they’re not mainstream enough. So I can be the first one in my circle to wore something that not too famous, but still chic.”

![Figure 2: Influencer to Early Majority Impulsive Buying (Gunawan, 2019).](image)

Besides that, Micro Influencer also influence the fashion adaptation of respondents with early majority stage. For participants with the fashion adaptation of early majority stage, they actually look at both influencer, micro and macro influencer. Because when purchasing the product, mostly they need a reference and inspiration for them to dress and based on the results of the interview, the two types of influencer can give them inspiration. Participants with early majority stage fashion adaptation felt affected by both types of influencer, and 3 types of impulsive purchases, namely pure impulsive buying because there were those who did buy spontaneously and immediately to fashion products that were promoted by macros and micro influencer, suggestion impulsive buying because they buy after influencer and their surrounding friends influence to purchase the product, and also planned impulsive buying because they wait for promotions and discounts, especially those given by micro influencer. This statement is emerges frequently based on the overall answer such as “I prefer to follow the trend and take a look for what’s ” in” before I make a decision to purchasing a fashion product. Honestly I don’t like if I have to wear a product that 1000 other person wear it too, that’s why I prefer to buy clothes in online shop. But, I am not prioritizing whether I have to be the first one to wear it or not.”
Unlike the fashion adaptation that was previously taken from the theory of diffusion of innovation, the next type of fashion adaptation was found in this research. A self-updated stage for fashion adaptation is when consumer purchase the product just based on their style and they're not thinking about the trend. Self-updated stage consumer has some consideration even they purchase the product impulsively that influenced by macro influencer, which are the product fits their style, price, and discount. And their purchase decision also influenced by their surroundings and fashion influencer also. This type of impulsive buying can be classified as suggestion impulsive behavior and planned impulsive behavior. This statement is emerges frequently based on the overall answer such as “I think when I adapting a fashion product, I don’t mind if it is not in a trend. I just buy fashion product that suits to my style, based on my mood, maybe seek for references by influencers that most people know I think and for me I don’t want to take a risk by using the trendy product because I don’t want to look strange in my surroundings.”

To know the numerical percentage and convince the results of the previous interview, quantitative research with online survey was conducted using questionnaire that distributed through google form. From the questionnaire, numerical percentage about each of the categories was discovered. From 80% of respondent that purely influenced by only micro influencer or macro influencer, 44% of the respondent are in early majority fashion adaptation stage and purchase the product impulsively that influenced by macro influencer. This means that participant with early majority stage are dominant among all. 6% of early majority stage respondent are influenced by micro influencer. Meanwhile 34% of respondent are in early adopter fashion adaptation stage.
and influenced by micro influencer when purchasing fashion product. Micro influencers that affect early adopter fashion adoption stage are the second most dominant result among all. Respondent choose to purchase the product impulsively and influenced by micro influencers because they want to be the first one that wear the fashion product among all of their surroundings, and they immediately buy the product after seeing fashion products promoted by Fashion Influencer. 16% of self updated fashion adaptation stage respondent are influenced by macro influencer. Self-updated fashion adaptation stage respondent have more consideration rather than other stage, most of them are choose the product that suits to their style, followed by consider the price, discount, and quality of the product.

5. Conclusions

The purpose of this research is to know types of fashion influencer and fashion adaptation that affects the impulse buying on online customer and to analyze the fashion adoption of online impulsive buying by drawing ideas from the theory of diffusion of innovation. Researcher has analyzed the impact of micro and macro influencer to fashion adaptation and online impulsive buying behavior. The data was collected by qualitative and quantitative method, which is a semi-structured interview and online questionnaire distributed to respondent with such criteria.

In the end, this research comes up with more than just analyzing the impact of micro and macro influencer and fashion adaptation to online customer impulse buying behavior, but also providing the suitable influencer for each fashion adaptation that leads to purchase decision of customer and knowing the stages of fashion adaptation called Self Updated. Based on the research, found that both micro and macro influencer are influencing the consumer to their purchasing product and leads to impulsive buying. But, found from interviewing respondent and questionnaire that distributed, Micro Influencer are playing a bigger role in persuading the consumer to become more impulsive in purchasing a fashion product online. When Micro Influencer reach the early adopter stage of fashion adaptation of consumer, early adopter stage become more impulsive when influenced by micro influencer. They wanted to be the first one in adapting to the latest fashion products and don’t want others to overtake them. Micro influencer are promoting a fashion product on Instagram, and early adopter fashion adaption stage consumer sees the promotion, most of them are directly and spontaneously bought the product that promoted by micro influencer just because they don’t want to others wear the same products as they are. And the result type of impulsive buying.
also comes to pure impulsive buying, where pure impulsive buying is a purchase that is truly spontaneous and without thinking. Founded in this research that customer’s fashion adaptation really affects the impulsive buying among Jakarta and Bandung women early adults. Each stage of fashion adaptations reflects their impulsivity and with different impulsive types.

Seen from early adopters, namely those who really want to be first, or can be regarded as a trendsetter of a fashion product in their surroundings, they tend to be more impulsive and feel obliged to own an item quickly and without thinking, can be classified as pure impulsive buying. Early majority, some of them also become impulsive because of the influence of their fashion adaptations that do follow the existing fashion trends and want to adopt a fashion product, and their type of impulsivity can lead to pure impulsive buying, planned impulsive buying and suggestion impulsive buying, because they follow the influence of the fashion influencer, their surroundings, and most of them also purchase the products when its on promotion and discounts are given by the fashion influencer itself.

For the fashion adaptation stage that was found in this research, which is self-updated, they tend to do the type of impulsive buying that is indeed planned and their purchase decision on fashion product mostly affected by influencer that fit their own style. Therefore, for self-updated fashion adaptation stage, impulsive purchases continue to occur even though they are not as intense as the early majority stage and early adopter stage. Also known from 102 respondents who filled the questionnaire, it is found that 80% of them are adapting the fashion product and influenced by specific influencer purely and leads to impulsive buying.
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